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Abstract:
This paper provides an overview of the distribution of feature films in New Zealand to add to the scarce literature on this topic. It studies the relationships among distributors and local producers. Based on a perspective of the political economy of culture and a review of international literature on cinema distribution, our empirical research consisted of (1) a qualitative study of interviews with feature film practitioners and (2) an industrial analysis based on media reports, documents, and statistics. As a result, we observed that the feature film distribution sector is in good shape while there is a reported market failure in the distribution of New Zealand films. Many local producers struggle to find distribution deals while those who do find them discover they are disadvantageous to producers. This paper explores some of the distribution dynamics underlying the market failure in New Zealand and suggests some possible solutions.
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Introduction
There has been very little research on feature-film distribution in New Zealand. A couple of exceptions include a study of the history of distribution by Geoffrey Churchman and Geoff Lealand’s general survey on the distribution and film-going trends in the country. However, there is a dearth of up-to-date academic research on the economic dynamics of the distribution of feature films in New Zealand, particularly on the relationship between distribution companies and local film producers. This paper aims to shed light on those areas by
delving into (1) a qualitative study that included semistructured interviews with feature-film practitioners and (2) an industrial analysis based on media reports, documents, and statistics. We discovered a contradiction in which the feature-film distribution sector is in good shape as it is profitable and growing, while there is a reported market failure in the distribution of New Zealand feature films. This paper teases out this apparent contradiction by breaking down some of the distribution dynamics in the country. In doing so, the New Zealand example documented here also adds empirical evidence to the dynamics of transnational distribution shaping local film industries worldwide.

Feature-film distribution in New Zealand is an intermediary phase along the film industry value chain connecting feature-film producers with final audiovisual consumers. Film distributors not only help feature films to reach audiences, but also convince these audiences to pay to experience the films. Furthermore, distribution deals (in the form of advance deals) are currently as important for disseminating and promoting films as they are for financing films in the first place. However, interviewees pointed out that many New Zealand feature-film producers who need distributors to disseminate, promote, or finance films struggle to find distribution deals (find no deals), while other producers who are able to engage in distribution deals find them to be disadvantageous (lower-hand deals or no-deal options). The paper takes a closer look into why there is a market failure in the production–distribution interface in the country.

The paper is organized as follows. The “Approach and Literature Review” section presents a literature review and overview of the approach whose concepts and explanations relate to our object of study and inform our theoretical framework. The “Methodology” section explains our methodological approach while the “Film Distribution in New Zealand: Scope and Ownership” section outlines the industrial organization of feature-film distribution in New Zealand. The “Gatekeepers’ Imperatives and Business Conventions: Local Producers Finding No Deals” and “The Waterfall Revenue Stream: A Lower-Hand Deal or No-Deal Option for Local Producers” sections explore distributors’ imperatives vis-à-vis local producers’ capabilities, as well as distribution deals and revenue streams in New Zealand. A final section discusses the outcomes of such structural arrangements.

**Approach and Literature Review**

Several disciplines and perspectives have contributed to the research of film distribution—from film and communication studies, to anthropology, sociology, media economics, and business. In the context of such interdisciplinary body of literature, the political economy of communication (PEC) is a particular relevant approach to research our object of study: film distribution and its relations to film production.

PEC is a transdisciplinary approach that was developed mainly by media and communication scholars worldwide. Since the late 1970s, it has developed theoretical explanations on how film distribution works as a structural part of the film industry. One of the main objectives of the approach is summarized by Vincent Mosco as to study the “social relations, particularly the power relations, that mutually constitute the production, distribution and consumption of [communication] resources.” In other words, PEC has studied film distribution in relation...
to the industry’s value chain phases. The economic concept of the value chain refers to three general phases in each of which value is added to the film product:  

1. **Production**, which focuses on the creation of film content and requires a large number of film workers involved in collective tasks, as well as large amounts of financial investment. High fixed and variable costs are required to produce the first copy.

2. **Distribution** as an intermediary activity that acquires, manages, and administers licenses to promote, lease, wholesale, or disseminate films. At this stage, the master of a film is reproduced to be channeled into networks of organizations that allocate them to final outlets.

3. **Consumption**, which entails services that market or disseminate films to be consumed in several windows, such as cinema theater exhibition, physical retail and online subscriptions, television broadcasting, among others.

PEC authors studying film industries in capitalist societies around the world noted high concentration on the market shares, that is, oligopolies, in the phase of distribution. As Nicholas Garnham observed, compared with the high costs of film production, low or nil marginal costs are required for reproducing and distributing films, and therefore, more money is available to promote and market films. High production costs and low distribution costs mean that increasing the number of units reproduced decreases the mean costs, favoring economies of scale and promoting market expansion. Having said that, film distribution is still costly to carry out to be able to produce economies of scale as well as promote films—which has favored large companies. Historically, when economies of scale have been put in motion, they create barriers to entry for new competitors and facilitate the creation of oligopolies that dominate the whole value chain and obtain the biggest share of markets.

Many authors within and outside this approach have built a consensus around the key importance of distribution. The structural position of distributors facilitates the flow of films to commercial outlets as well as the cash flow back to production. Hence, the articulation of the value chain is essential to understanding viable and unviable film industries. Garnham argued for the need to establish a viable linkage between production on the one hand and exchange (exhibition) on the other . . . making the flow of money from the widely scattered box-offices [and other outlets] back to production as efficient and rapid as possible (thus accelerating the turnover time of capital).

As Allen Scott observed, that circuit is the “basic condition of the sustained economic well-being of the [industry].” Distribution branches of major Hollywood studios have a worldwide network to disseminate feature films for theatrical exhibition and secondary markets. The majors distribute not only their own studios’ films, but also pictures from “independent filmmakers, who either work directly for them or have projects picked up after progress toward completion has already been made.” While the articulation of the value chain is met by Hollywood major studios’ integration with distribution and tight relations with exhibitors worldwide, regional research has shown other film industries around the world have failed to achieve such
articulation. As their exhibition markets are integrated to major Hollywood distributors and their films, local film producers remain undercapitalized.\textsuperscript{20} In Canada, for example, Ted Magder found that the distribution market dominated by American majors meant that the “lion’s share of the distribution revenues in Canada flows south of the border, contributing to the undercapitalization of Canadian production activities.”\textsuperscript{21} In the United Kingdom, Gill Branston and Roy Stafford observed a very similar environment, one where 95 percent of the cinema admissions are for US films or US coproductions, while UK films fail to find a release and are dependent on being picked up by a Hollywood major (which rarely happens).\textsuperscript{22} The UK Film Council found among the weaknesses of the UK film industry the lack of integration of UK companies across production and distribution, a distribution sector that did not prioritize local films, and the pervasive undercapitalization of production companies.\textsuperscript{23} Another example is Mexico, where studies have suggested the existence of strong competition from Hollywood and the flight of capital to major transnational companies which help to explain the existence of an undercapitalized production sector.\textsuperscript{24} Because all these studies have been conducted in big market nations, the current paper contributes by adding a new dimension—the situation in a small market nation such as New Zealand—within the existing debate on interconnecting issues of globalization, economy, and film distribution of local productions. More precisely, this paper adds empirical evidence to the dynamics of transnational distribution shaping local film industries worldwide.

Despite the multiple distribution platforms and commercialization outlets currently available—such as video on demand, DVD sales, paid television, and free-to-air television—theatrical exhibition is the first distribution window and the earliest with direct contact with customers.\textsuperscript{25} Therefore, a theatrical release is a crucial step: its success or failure has significant impact “on the subsequent commercial performance of any film and its spin-off productions.”\textsuperscript{26} In the last decade, some authors viewed the potential of online distribution to open the market to independent film producers and expand access to a wider diversity of films.\textsuperscript{27} This, however, was soon met with skepticism. The emerging players forming a new US-based oligopoly (Hulu, Amazon, Netflix, iTunes)\textsuperscript{28} deal with content aggregators that are integrated upon the traditional commercial infrastructures,\textsuperscript{29} including the licensing system and the regulation of the chronology of the different windows. Furthermore, independent online distributors are still at a disadvantageous position considering the high costs of rights management and promotion.\textsuperscript{30} So far, there is a lack of evidence that online distribution could be more effective at returning revenues to filmmakers\textsuperscript{31} and that digital technologies have eroded Hollywood major’s distribution and financial power.\textsuperscript{32} Considering this context and the fact that online distribution was established relatively late in New Zealand\textsuperscript{33} due to regulations that disincentivized it,\textsuperscript{34} this paper focuses on the traditional distribution to cinema exhibition as most New Zealand films still choose and rely on it as their first commercialization outlet.

The articulation of the value chain is—regardless of the commercialization window—the main explanatory cue informing our theoretical framework, one that is based on the principle that vertical relations (along the phases of the value chain)—and specifically, the relationships of distributors with producers—have an influence on the capitalization of film producers. Most of the international research that has collected empirical evidence on this topic has conducted a macro-level of analysis of market concentration (via admissions, box office,
number of films) and market shares of revenue streams. However, in analyzing film distribution and its relations to production in New Zealand, this paper also engages in a meso- and micro-level of analysis—that is, an industrial analysis and an examination of business conventions, respectively—to acknowledge the specificities and complexity of the relations. In doing so, this paper contributes to the examination of the power (financial-based) relations through a more detailed analysis of the industrial organization, financial structures, and contractual relations between distributors and producers as well as their implications to producers' capitalization.

**Methodology**

Our empirical research on feature-film distribution in New Zealand was part of a broader study of New Zealand's film industry that drew from a body of sixty in-depth, semistructured interviews with feature-film practitioners. The interviewees included producers, distributors, exhibitors, representatives of film-related associations, and funding agency facilitators. Interviews with major-, medium-, and small-sized distributors for this research were granted anonymity so they could express their opinions without jeopardizing their jobs and their organizations' commercial sensitivities.

Interview responses were compared with each other and contextualized with secondary data (i.e., media, government and business reports, statistics, online information, and previous studies). With the use of multiple sources, we aimed to enhance the reliability of our findings and to reveal different facets of the feature-film distribution sector.

**Film Distribution in New Zealand:**
**Scope and Ownership**

Film distribution in New Zealand, according to Churchman, \(^3^5\) started at the end of the nineteenth century with the importation of movies from countries that had been pioneers in film technology and film production. The earliest national form of organized distribution business was created in 1910 consisting of a stock of secondhand films for rent. This was followed by the establishment of New Zealand Picture Supplies (NZPS) in 1913, a national company to distribute first-run foreign films. However, by 1920, the NZPS had stopped its operations as “the major Hollywood studios made a concerted effort to gain control of film distribution the world over [including New Zealand], setting up their own local exchanges and forcing many exhibitors to accept films on their terms.” \(^3^6\) From then on, major Hollywood studios have maintained significant control of the profitable film distribution sector in the country.

Nowadays, the distribution sector is dominated by American-based media corporations—such as Paramount, Universal, 20th Century Fox, Disney, Sony, and Warner Bros.—and, to a lesser extent, by “Australian interests, through Australian-owned distribution companies (such as Hopscotch and Madman).” \(^3^7\) After almost a century of established foreign interests, major distributors’ business conventions are entrenched and have shaped consumption habits, such as familiarity with Hollywood films’ narratives. \(^3^8\)
Since the mid-1990s, distribution has doubled its annual revenue growing by 104 percent. In 2012, New Zealand box office reached NZ$173 million. The distribution sector generated NZ$48 million of value added to New Zealand’s gross domestic product (GDP), directly created 197 jobs, and provided NZ$6 million of labor income. It is worth asking who has benefited the most by the growth of the sector. That same year, major distribution companies and their subsidiaries concentrated 73 percent of the box office in New Zealand. The remaining 27 percent of the market share corresponded to Australian and New Zealand smaller businesses. It is precisely this asymmetry that will be looked at in more detail here.

By 2012, there were around forty distribution companies operating in New Zealand. Twenty percent of them were major companies with worldwide operations, that is, subsidiaries (such as Transmission), joint ventures (United International Pictures), and distribution branches of the Hollywood studios mentioned above. The majority of them had their distribution headquarters based in the United States (including Sony from Japan). Another 5 percent of the distribution companies in New Zealand were big firms from Australia and Canada (Village Roadshow and Hopscotch, respectively) that operate in multiple territories distributing independent films or subdistributing Hollywood films. Medium-sized distribution firms represented 17.5 percent of the companies, mostly of Australian origin and one from New Zealand (Rialto Distribution), but operating in both Australian and New Zealand territories. Finally, 57.5 percent of the companies were small-sized companies mainly from Australia (14) and a few from New Zealand (8), operating at a local level (see Figure 1). Together small- and medium-sized companies targeted niche markets and specialized in distributing for different screen formats—such as theatres, online platforms, DVD, or television broadcasting—as well as diverse genres and types of films: art-house, classic, or ethnic films, such as Chinese films.

**Figure 1.** Size of distribution companies in New Zealand, 2012.

Source. Adapted from Muñoz Larroa, “Sustainability in the Film Industry.” Based on BoxOfficeMojo.com, “2012 New Zealand and Fiji Yearly Box Office Results.”
Film distribution in New Zealand is a market tending to oligopoly; the most powerful distribution companies in terms of size, scope, and market share are transnational and international businesses (see Figure 2). As mentioned above, films released by majors concentrated 73 percent of the yearly box office. Also, as most distribution companies are foreign, it can be inferred that the amount of capital leaving the country through royalties and income is considerable. In 2012, 96.7 percent of the box office corresponded to films released by foreign distribution companies. By contrast, the annual revenue of films released by national distributors was NZ$4.6 million, only 3.3 percent of the box office.\(^{44}\)

Furthermore, the structure of distribution businesses—previously described in terms of their size, scope, and ownership—is reflected in the availability of films by origin and their market share of the box office. While US films represented 36.9 percent of the films released in New Zealand, they accounted for 53.5 percent of the box office. Other foreign countries' films—including international coproductions, US international coventures with other countries, and runaway productions, such as *The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey* (dir. Peter Jackson, 2012)—represented 59.6 percent of the films released that year and accounted for 44.6 percent of the box office. New Zealand productions and coproductions totaled 3.1 percent of films released and had a market share of 1.9 percent at the box office.\(^{45}\)

The industrial organization of the distribution sector is favored by New Zealand's economic policies. Lax fiscal regulations foster foreign investment and enhance their ability to get established in the country and repatriate profits.\(^{46}\) Another regulation affecting distribution was a

---

**Figure 2.** Ownership of distribution companies in New Zealand, 2012.

*Source.* Adapted from Muñoz Larroa, “Sustainability in the Film Industry.” Based on BoxOfficeMojo.com, “2012 New Zealand and Fiji Yearly Box Office Results.”

*Note.* US (United States), AU (Australia), NZ (New Zealand), FI (Fiji), FR (France), JA (Japan), CA (Canada).
temporary clause in the Copyright Bill. It was intended to help cinema exhibitors’ recoupment to afford the digital switchover from 2003 to 2016, but it had secondary effects benefiting major distributors as well. Prohibiting the parallel importation of feature films to be resold within the first nine (later reduced to five) months from the first theatrical release enabled major film distributors to delay releases in New Zealand, so they could be screened during the optimal holiday periods that differed from those in the United States. The ban helped distributors of US mainstream films to maintain control over the time frame to benefit from additional windows’ waterfall revenues (that is, from DVD and television among others).47

Gatekeepers’ Imperatives and Business Conventions: Local Producers Finding No Deals

Distributors have a structural position that allows them to channel flows of information, resources, and products. Therefore, they are decision makers considered to be gatekeepers. The gates in view are the organizational networks that control the traffic of feature films to their final consumption outlets.48 At an organizational level, distribution begins when distribution managers become aware of the supply of films liable to receive financing through distribution advancements or to be distributed through license systems and marketing strategies. Such awareness could entail a proactive approach based on research in the market showcase, or a reactive approach such as receiving projects directly from producers or indirectly from other subsidiaries within the company or even its headquarters.

Interviews with members of small distribution companies showed that, at least in New Zealand, distributors tend to have a proactive approach and look for movie titles at international film markets and festivals to acquire licenses. This approach gives them more freedom to choose projects. However, several New Zealand film distribution managers from major and big-sized distribution companies explained that, although Australian-owned and Australian-based film distribution companies (including Hollywood majors) generally have a branch office in New Zealand, it is the Australian head office that informs the New Zealand subsidiary not only about which films to release in New Zealand, but also what the release date will be and how much financial investment is available for marketing a certain film.49 The same sources explained that New Zealand offices are consulted regarding which titles and genres of overseas films are best suited for the New Zealand cinema market in particular. However, American majors, such as 20th Century Fox, directly license the rights to distribute and market their films to New Zealand–owned companies.50 In this case, the New Zealand company receives information not only from the Australian-based office, but also directly from the American major.

Although majors’ offices in New Zealand are not responsible for acquiring film rights for distribution, they are allowed to recommend New Zealand bottom- and middle-tier film projects to their company headquarters. Natàlia Ferrer-Roca describes the term bottom-tier as “feature films that have ‘significant New Zealand content’”; depend on local capital and/or public funds to be able to cover development, production, and distribution costs; and promote New Zealand’s cultural identity.51 Middle-tier films are either official coproductions or cross-border productions with a strong New Zealand component, while top-tier would comprise large-scale productions financed in Hollywood with crucial managerial and creative
decisions tending to be made overseas. Under the current distribution arrangements, New Zealand feature films are not filtered by the New Zealand-based company, but film distribution proposals must go directly to the American head office for consideration.

A subsequent phase in distribution activities is to select a favorable project based on specific criteria that indicate the advantages of the film. According to major and big New Zealand distributors, when acquiring an external title (not produced in-house by the major studio), an in-depth analysis of the film’s characteristics is required including actors, budget, genre, and the director’s box-office record as well as a preview if possible. Distribution companies compare the production with similar feature films that have previously been released. Whether they are in-house or pick-up titles, in applying previous experience and professional intuition, film distribution professionals predict the New Zealand box-office revenue and, from there, work out the marketing expenses, also known as print and advertising (P&A). The criteria are very similar for smaller New Zealand distributors which favor, for example, big- or medium-budget films with a well-known actor who could help promote the feature film. In sum, distributors’ imperatives are securing potentially successful projects based on the distributors’ “accumulation of previous practices, patterns and relationships over time.”

New Zealand’s bottom- and middle-tier productions go through many filters and difficulties to reach a distribution deal. The difficulties they face include a lack of social capital to open the doors and channel the script to international distribution offices, a lack of routinized administrative processes, and no star, genre, and franchise system that would confer on them a proven, positive background attractive enough to distributors.

Even for small- or medium-sized New Zealand distributors, acquiring films in overseas markets and sending back royalty reports is simpler than picking up bottom- and middle-tier local, independent films that lack routinized processes. Furthermore, independent producers expressed their concern that low budget films—especially, bottom-tier productions—are limited in terms of getting a distribution deal as “distributors will not want to even touch it.” A large, transnational distributor confirmed this: “It is hard to get a local film to screen these days, ’cos generally it is not a big enough budget film and you are trying to get screen space competing with all Hollywood blockbuster films.” Likewise, a small New Zealand distributor explained the reasons for disengaging from New Zealand producers such as the lack of profitability of some local, small-budget films and the fact that bigger-budget, more-likely-to-succeed local films get signed by offshore-based distribution companies (such as Transmission and Madman). All those circumstances make the common case of the majority of local producers finding no deals.

The Waterfall Revenue Stream: A Lower-Hand Deal or No-Deal Option for Local Producers

Evidence from interviews show that even local bottom- or middle-tier films that achieve international or national distribution deals with successful sales (such as Stickmen, dir. Hamish Rothwell, 2001) and box-office figures (Boy, dir. Taika Waititi, 2010) struggle to recoup production costs. The government-initiated report on the New Zealand Film
Commission⁵⁹ by New Zealand director Peter Jackson and Australian academic David Court confirmed that New Zealand feature-film producers hardly ever receive any profits.⁶⁰ A major reason for this is that presale financial structures and revenue streams—encompassing the different intermediaries along the value chain—are disadvantageous for the independent producer.⁶¹

As mentioned in the “Approach and Literature Review” section, this happens in other countries as well. Edward Epstein observes that the power of major distributors in terms of financial capacity and extended networks around the world allows them to enforce unfavorable distribution terms.⁶² Although majors can provide significant advances and promotional resources, explains Gregory Goodell, the advance is paid back to the distributor out of the producers’ share plus interest, which usually leaves the producer short of any return.⁶³

In New Zealand, interviewees described how exhibitors, distributors, sales agents, and investors “take their cut and take their expenses” which accounts for “the bulk of the money,”⁶⁴ conditions that make up for it being a no-deal option. Ferrer-Roca’s case study⁶⁵ of the New Zealand production feature film Boy exemplifies the cash flow of common financial structures for New Zealand films. Based on Ferrer-Roca,⁶⁶ Figure 3 illustrates the average revenue stream of Boy that made NZ$9.3 million at the New Zealand box office.⁶⁷ Under New Zealand law, 15 percent of gross box-office earnings is levied as GST (goods and services tax). The remaining 85 percent of box-office earnings is distributed between the exhibitor and the distributor. The exhibitors’ share, which is, on average, 55 percent in conjunction with income from the “candy bar,” is used to cover operational costs (including rent of facilities, staff salaries, and advertising) and make profits. The box-office percentage that cinemas have to pay to distributors for booking a feature film is called “film rental,” which is the distributors’ share from box-office earnings. Ferrer-Roca also points out that, for New Zealand industry standards, the highest film rental for any distribution company on a first-week release is 55 percent; this will decrease 5 percent each week up to 25 percent as an incentive for exhibitors “to keep the film in the theatre for a longer period of time.”⁶⁸ As stated by various interviewees, the exhibitor’s share, or the distribution fee for bottom- or middle-tier New Zealand productions, is generally likely to be higher due to the risk associated in releasing a feature film from New Zealand. Generally, distributors are able to get the greatest percentages when the performance expectation of the feature film is high, such as blockbusters. In other words, a distributor would be able to get 55 percent on week 1 for The Hobbit, but would get only 25 percent for an independent film release.⁶⁹

According to Figure 3, the distributor’s share is divided between a distribution fee which is, on average, 25 percent—this is the main revenue for distributors and might be further divided between the New Zealand branch and the Australian-based or American office—and the recoupment of expenditure for promoting and releasing a feature film. Distribution expenses are both fixed and variable costs. On the one hand, marketing is a variable expense involving P&A. This is calculated by film distributors on a case-by-case basis mainly depending on expected box-office performance and less often on previous agreements of minimum marketing commitments or on allocated regional marketing budgets. On the other hand, fixed costs for film distributors entail the shipping of a security-protected digital hard drive to cinemas, the Key Delivery Message encryption. To unlock the film on a digital
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross Box Office Receipts in NZ</th>
<th>100%</th>
<th>NZD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GST (tax) to the NZ Government</td>
<td>-15%</td>
<td>-1,395,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal A</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,905,000</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibitor’s share</td>
<td>55% of subtotal A</td>
<td>4,347,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal B</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,347,750</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributor’s share</td>
<td>45% of subtotal A</td>
<td>3,557,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal C</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,557,250</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributor’s fee</td>
<td>-25% of subtotal C</td>
<td>-889,312.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal D</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,667,938</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributor’s Recoupment of P&amp;A</td>
<td>-X* of subtotal D</td>
<td>Remaining income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal E</strong></td>
<td>Remaining income - Production Costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Return to Investors and Producer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production Costs:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NZ Film Production Fund</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Production Incentive Fund</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ on Air</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZFC</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te Māngai Pāho</td>
<td>150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māori TV</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Investor</td>
<td>450,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>5,600,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Remaining income**

**Negative balance for Investors and Producer**

---

**Figure 3.** Revenue stream estimates for the feature film Boy.

*Source.* Adapted from Ferrer-Roca, “Multi-platform Funding.”

*Note.* This chart presents only estimates based on average percentages of business conventions. GST = goods and services tax; P&A = print and advertising; NZFC = New Zealand Film Commission.

*P&A expenses for Boy are unknown. More precise data is not available due to companies’ commercial confidentiality.

Although film distributors are not yet able to control the exact slots that a film is given by the cinema theatres, they are controlling the time frame in which a certain production is available to be screened.
As Figure 3 illustrates, a feature film that makes NZ$9.3 million at the New Zealand box office (such as Boy), which is considered highly successful, is able to recoup approximately NZ$2.6 million to pay for P&A. The remaining revenue, if any, is shared with investors and producers. Considering that Boy cost NZ$5.6 million to make and that usually investors recoup ahead of the producer—even with public funding—the producer receives no return.

In sum, Figure 3 illustrates how even if the movie might have made a surplus after the distributor recouped the P&A costs, the amount would not have been enough for investors to recover, let alone provide any return to the producer.

Discussion: Market Failure

In our analysis of the distribution sector, big disparities can be observed between a few large, internationally owned distributors that dominate the New Zealand market and local, small distributors. The market saturation by large companies increases the difficulty for smaller, local distributors to be competitive in the market. These asymmetries seem to contribute to a budget-scale mismatch. First, large distributors are not interested in local small-budget films (bottom- and middle-tier films) and tend to bring in larger-budget (top-tier) international films. Second, small local distributors who are striving to survive in an uncompetitive, oligopolistic market depend on medium- or large-budget foreign films as they are highly publicized. Consequently, potential symbiotic relations between the small distributors and local film producers are inhibited.

From a neoclassical market perspective, distributors’ selection of film projects cannot be mandated and their transnationally driven, commercial imperatives do not necessarily correspond to the characteristics of local films. This situation has led a couple of interviewees from film-related government agencies to suggest the existence of market failure where many local films (bottom- and middle-tier productions) cannot find distribution deals. Furthermore, local films that do find distribution deals fail completely to compensate the producers’ investment whereas the financial structures commonly used are designed to compensate for the risks that distributors, exhibitors, and investors incur, given the uncertainty of the movie performing well. This is another example of market failure where the reallocation of returns to each contributor of the value chain is not efficient.

The study revealed that for many independent producers in New Zealand, cinema exhibition is accepted as a nonprofitable window. In turn, many independent producers have decided to self-distribute their films working directly with cinemas. There is a common perception that if they go with a distributor, “they end up doing nothing.” With self-distribution, cinemas generally get 70 percent of the box office, and each week, the figure decreases by 5 percent. Nonetheless, producers have to pay for advertising costs leading one producer to comment, “you are lucky if you break even.” Interviewees explained that the main reason independent producers keep thinking in terms of cinema releases is so the film “travels around the country and people get to see it.” Instead, producers expect to make money directly from international sales to territories: “[I]t is just one figure that comes back to the investors, whereas the box office is everyone taking their slice.” The more territories a film
is sold to, the greater the chances for returns to cover production costs or make profits. However, international sales are not easy to achieve: they require international marketing experience and skills, social capital to connect to networks, and resources to travel.

New Zealand’s small population size is, of course, a factor to consider when analyzing industrial struggles as the market size is small compared with other countries. Some public servants stated they believed that the market size in the country is insufficient for the private sector to provide local production, hence the importation of more cost-effective content. Nonetheless, John Barnett and Peter Jackson are two examples of top New Zealand producers who believe that “it is possible for local productions to turn a profit.” More research has to be done in this area as other film industries around the world, as discussed in the “Approach and Literature Review” section, also face the issue of an undercapitalized local production sector. This indicates the problem is not unique to small-population countries, but is related to the flow of capital generated by the structural arrangements of transnational distribution.

For instance, other worldwide cash-flow models offer more efficient ways to compensate film producers. However, they are very rarely used because of a power imbalance in negotiations with distributors. One example of a different model is when filmmakers receive a share of the revenue from day 1. In New Zealand, Jackson and Court’s report suggested the creation of a Box Office Incentive Scheme rewarding local box-office films with “$1 per each $10 of the gross box office.” But no policy developments have been pursued in this area.

Furthermore, as this paper shows, New Zealand films (and New Zealand coproductions) enjoy only 1.9 percent of domestic market share which makes the already-small market much smaller, especially when compared with the 30 percent of domestic market share in Denmark, another small-population country. This indicates the market for distribution of local films could be expanded if initiatives such as audience-development strategies are implemented. It is also important to point out the potential of New Zealand products beyond the country’s borders.

The analysis made so far confirms that the small market issue is exacerbated by business conventions and the regulation of the film distribution sector in New Zealand, such as the conventional revenue streams and an environment that favors market saturation by transnational companies.

**Conclusion**

This paper has addressed the gap in the literature on film distribution in New Zealand. And at the same time, it has contributed to the international literature studying the influence of transnational distribution on regional film industries. In offering a more detailed analysis of the industrial organization of distribution as well as the financial structures and contractual relations with film producers in New Zealand, this paper has provided specific insights into the power (financial-based) relations between distributors and producers that help to explain producers’ undercapitalization.
Film distribution in New Zealand is mainly owned by a handful of large foreign companies. This implies the existence of barriers to entry or growth for smaller, local distributors which limits their capacity to take risks and makes them dependent on the subdistribution of Hollywood films or other international independent films with a higher promotional apparatus. The sector disparities signal market failures that are important to address. For New Zealand films, the transnationalization of film distribution means an overreliance on large corporations which have little interest on them (offering no deals) or whose power allows them to dictate the terms of the revenue streams. In this form, even for commercially successful New Zealand films, producers get the lowest margins and are at the lower end of the recoupment process (lower-hand deals). We have argued that business models for revenue streams reflect in this manner a power imbalance between independent producers on the one hand, and distributors on the other.

Although there is a current market failure in the distribution of local films, there is also potential for policy intervention (that has so far focused mainly on supporting film production). We suggest minimum standards regulating contractual relations between dissemination channels and producers to guarantee the latter a better cut and a better recoupment position. There is, for instance, the possibility of implementing schemes such as the one suggested by Jackson and Court.83 Further research is needed on how to foster audience-development strategies and alternative channels of distribution for nonmainstream exhibition and platforms of film commercialization, perhaps through public–private partnerships, to grow local distribution businesses that can afford a risk-taking attitude toward New Zealand films.

---
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